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qhe Council for fxoeptional Children
-.

Founded in 1922, The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) is a pro
fessional association committed to advancing the education of exceptional
children and youth, both,gifted ana handicapped.

CEC,' with 50,000 members, supports every child' :ight to an

apprOpriate educatilpn Ind seeks to influence local, state, and federal
legislation relatirt to handicapped and gifted children. CEC coolucts
conventioqs and conferences andmaintains an information center with
computer search.tervices and-an outstanding collection of special education'
literature.

4

In addition to its membership
TEACHING Exceptional Children, and
of 75 titles including mondgraphs,,
filmstrips. l

.

40

periodicals, Exceptional Children,
Update, CEC,has a publicationg list
texts, Workshop kits, firs, and

, .

:' '.
. - 1.

touncil Headquarters'are at 1920 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia
22091.
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jhe EgIC Clearinghquse
.on Handicapped and Gifted Children

The ERI*C Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children (ERIQ-EC) is one.
of 16 clearinghouses in a national informatiOn system funded by the National
Institute of Education, U.S. Department.ofEducation. Since 1966, EAIC-EC

has been housed with Tte Council for Exceptional Children.

.ERIC-EC collects; abstracts, and indexes special education doNments
and journals for the central ERIC database as well as for its own computer'

. file and publications. Other actiVities'include computer searches, search

reprints, and publications. Adares,inquiries,to the ERIC Clearinghoule

at 1920 Association DriveReSton, Virgtnia 22091.
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CHAPTER 1. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE.PROBLEM.0-
4

-

The assessment issue is one of the mot influential forcet determining the
destiny of a larAe number of linguistically different egceptional upils.
An.array of prdblems has surf#Ced over the years With regard to assessing
language minority pupils who _have handicaps. the site of the problem is ,

monumental because its roots comprise A system of interlocking,variables.
_

. t

Central to the problem of assessing ethnic minority pupils is the-
qUestion of intellectual`defi.cits. Cole and Rrüner (1

4

)4say there is

rTittle supPoetivgevidence to indicate intellectual d P kits in ethnic
minority children. nsteadi'they propose that differe ces exist. TheirA
argument basically questions whether standardized tests and other traditional

assessment methods actually measure the true potential of minority group
pupil's. 4owever, Cote and Bruner view the problem of gsiessment of pthnict
minority pupils as<a challenge in identifying the range of thes'e pupils' .

capatilities 4nd the extent to.which these capabilitiesiare adequate for the
individual's functional needs in a particulae cultural)ketting. This challenge

is cast within aSpecial fraffiework when middle-class student behavior is used

as a yardstick and differences betweenland among groullgare *called deficits.
.

t
,

Variables AffectinT_Assessmeot,of Bilingual Exceptional Pupils
. ,

,...
... .

,

These,yariables will be disaissed,under the categoriesof student, personnel, .

and instrumehts. The order of discussion doeA not connote priority emphasis.

or importance. ..
. .4,..

.

, ,
Variability.Among Students'

.Variability Within jnd Between Ethnic Geoups 1C.

Variability, Per se,,is not a problem in assessment. Without variability

there would be no science of mchoMetrics. However, the range in abilities

among various ethnic groups has resulted in some confusion and misunderstand-

ing. One misconception is that all individuals within a particular ethnic

grOup have similar attitudes, values, beliefs.; language patterns, and degree

of langNge competence.

l

.A study by Laosa (1975) onceering the contextual use of 'Language by' .

children and adults in famir
A

s of three Hispanic groups in_the United$States
revealed that ethnic.groups- iffee in language patterns,used in different .

social situations or contexts. Other,variables that cause additional, differ-

ences within.and between ethic groups include level ofe4choo1ing, length-of

stay in the United States, child-rearing patterns, eographic location, and -

social=economic status (Gerken, 4978). Sattler (1982) identified values,

styles, language, mores, motivation, ahd 'attitudes ds factors influencing

Or the testing situation.. Most cultural factors that affecttest responses are



tikely to influence the broader behavior domain that the test is designed-

, to sample. In an Ehglish-speaking culture, inadequate-mastery of English
may-handicap a child not only on an intelligence tAt but also in,schodlwork,
play pctivities,`and other situattons of daily life.

.
One can conclude from the research 'that lingUistic differences instudents:

ja) are not 4 hereditary ronditiort, (b) can be altered:, (c) can pffect per-
'formance on tests administered in a different language; and (d) Will similarly
affectjhe individual's educational,-vocational, and social activities in a
tulturethat uses an unfamiliar langume. The degree to which tultural
influences are manifested variesalong &continuum extending from Nnor
temporary effects to those that are more basic, permanent, and far reaching.

Vncoop6rative, Alienated, or Poorly Motivated Students 4.

The diff.icultj in achieving nonbiased assessment of bilingual and ethnic-
minority_populations does not always stem from the examiner or testing instru-
-ments.- Immany instances, students may be uncooperative, poorly Motivated,

'and generally, "turned off" to all school-related activities. For these

students, it matters little if the expthiner is fluent in the *native language
orthe students;.is.highly skilled in testing techniques, or has umerous

*- degrees and years df educational experience. Students who exhibit antisocial

behavior can impedean examiner's ability to acquire a complete and,accurate
assessment of what a student can or tannot do (Oakland, 198O).

Some ethnic minority group childrn have.been kndwn.to be more wary of

adults, more-desirous of securing adults' attention and praise,'qss motivated
to'being correct for the sake of correctness alone., and willing to settle for
lower levels Of.achievement-success than are their/Anglo peers (Settler, 1982).

Language Dominance and.Language Proficienty

"Any results obtained orieverbal.intelligence spetial ability tests administered
in English to Spanish-speaking children without taking into account their'

degree ofiroficiency in Eng1ish should be highly suspect".(Sattler, 1982, t.

p. 374) Much is written, about langoa0 development, language acquisitioa,
and language proficiency, but little is written about the construct of,lan-

. guage dothlnance -(Bernal, 1979). Language proficiency may be described as
language mastery or linguistic competence in both receptive and expressive .

language. In short; it is the way language is used and how well it is used.
Proficiency is based on an individual's capaity to-dte the language' fluently,

appropriately, ahd correctly-I. Language dominance can be described as the
4higher of two language profjciency levels (Bernel, 1979). -From Ois view-
point, it appears that the best approach to assessing a bilingual handicapped

pupil's language dominance is to measure his or her language proficiency.

- There are inherent problems with thiS asSumption, however, since there

are some 'Students who know how to communicate on an.elementary level in
their native'language but may not be proficient in it. At least they are

2
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not proficient in it as measured by objective astessment strategics. Of

course; some bilingual ch4dren, like some monolinguals, do have language

( disorders that*affect Oeir language competence even in their dominant

language (Bernal, 1979).

'? Variability Among Assessment Personnel

Teacher Attitude-

Shville-Troike (1978) contends that the teacher's attitude is much more -

important than,curriculum content. She believes that teachers 8re models -

whatJhey value and respect is often valued and respected by those entrusted

to their care.
.

On the-bther hand, "Teacher's who want to rid their'room of a particular

child refuse to try different educational and behavioral strategies, distort

information, are.uncooperative, and think that the children's environment is

so deleterioUttthat nothing they dt$ will be beneficial . . stand in the

i4ay of developing suitable programs" (Oakland, 1980, p. 33).

An attitude shows if a teacher would, for instance,,refer a child whose

behavior they find disturbing or for whom they have low expectafions, such

as one who: tives in a mobile hoine, tomes from a lower class home, attends

an unconventional churn, dresses poorly, comes Dom' a ohe-parent family,

speaks a foreign language, is'nori-White, or. has a foreign last hama(Oakland,

1980).
4

To offtet.teachers' attitudes and beliefs that the problem lies witl&

the students, Plata (1979) proposes that all who are connected with education;

including faculty in teacher preparation programs, should have some knpwledge

of different cultures.

Inadequately Prepared Personnel

It *s not,undommon to find teacher preparation programs lagging behind in

proiMding-the necessary training for edUcating atypical students: While

there have been great strides made in specialized areas such as reading,

bilingual education, ancWspecial education, more regular elementary and

secondary programs need to deal with atypical student popiflatiOns. Diag-

nostic personnel', counselors, and adMinistrators stand to-benefit from an-

understanding of the basic tenets of individual differenCes and.the impact

of culture on language development. Further, they need to beknowledgeable

abbut language acquisition, the influence of teacher methods and materials

_in tMe learning process, the perSuasion of peers and environment on pupils'

behaviorand acquisition of knbwledge; and the pOwer of litigation and ,

legislation on education. All classroom teachers should be skilled,in

individualizing instruction, applying informal assessment techniques',

interpreting standardized test results, developing lesson plans, creating,

and/or adapting instructional materials; using task analysis techniques,

developing criterion-referenced assessment instruments, and working with ,

colleagues andparents of *differing cultural backgrounds.- -

'3



Competency, Integrity, and Effect of the Examiner

Oakland (1980) states that "a non-biased assessment program assumes that

the examiner has an open mind and'investigates both school and home-related

facebrs that may be hampering a child's development" (p. 38). Examiners of

any ethnic group must also remain alert to the possible negative effect of

their own perSonal stereotype attitudes toward minority pupils that ma34

interfere with interpersonal relationships or objectiveijudgments. Not only

do stereotypic or biased attitudes color,test interpretation and. recommenda-

tions (Sattler, 1982), but Alley,and Foster (1978) have.proposed additional

factors regarding the match of-examiner-examinee along ethnic origin'line.

These researchers beqieve thatproviding a minority group examiner for an

ethnic minority pupil in order to eljminate assessment bias is simplistic

ahd that several key conditions are thereby overlooked (e.g.), the attitude

.of one person toward another may reflect social Class differences to a

greater extent than racial or ethnic differences). The examiner may lack '

empathy or feel that people from atypical backgrounds should improve them-

selves through hard wort just as the-examiner did. The ethnic minority .

.examiner cannot reduce or eliminate assessment bias-without alternative

measures that more appropriately evaluate the pupil's competence. In sum-

mary; the examiner must be provided0with more than the conventional cultuNlly

biased tests. A,

-Providing TranSlators

Providing interpreters for Anglo examiners does not cause bilingual children

to perform significantly better than do children who'were assessed entirely

in English (Swanson & Dalassie, 1971). Ultimately, however, using inter-

preters to try to compromise the effect of the examinee's language on-test

results is better'than no attempt at all.

There are various pitfalls in using a translator in the assesisment

process. These pitfalls include the following: (a) On-the-Spot translation

is' very difficult, especially when the interpreter-does notiknow the technical,

language found in.test items; (b) Many wordA lose their mea4pg in the trans-

lation process; (c) The interpreter may not know all the possilgje terms or

dialects applied to a word or concept, especially if the childleing,tested

-is from a different geograpiiic region than that cif the.interpreter; and (0

There may be hostile feelingS toward'the examiner bn art of'an inter-

pItter who feels that he or she is "being used" to "cover up" inadequacies

o the examiner or if the interpreter perceives the remUneration to.tie

minimal for doing the work of a highly paid professional. As a consequence,.

translations during the testing period may-be inadequate, incomplete, or

erroneous.

Probjems Relate4 to AssessAent Instruments
:0

Testing of language minority pupils has focuSed on solving the problem of

overrepresentation of these children.in special education prograMs. Assess-

ment data obtained for bilingual handicapped children should never be used

4



to place these pupilt into categories of handicapping conditions without

giving recommendations on how to modify curriculum and adjust educational

objectives. In short, assestment strategies and instruments have not met

the real goal pf assessMeht - to develop individualized educational pro-

gramming for bilingual pupilswho are experiencing difficulty in school.

Test Translations

,...
Complex language.idioms, colloquialisms, and words.with multiple meanings

contribute to a number of problems in test translations. Some of these are

as follows:

1. Sometimes only the directions are translated into the student's

native language.

2. Frequently, the entire test is translated from English into another

language. The examiner then proceeds to administer to the student
each test.item twice - once in English, and once in the native

language.4 This procedure could produce an invalid practice effect,

depending on tie student's bilingual ability.

3 On occasion, tests are published in 'two languages under the prkense

of being parallel when, in fact, no empirical verification.or

equating techniques have been attempted (Bernal, 1979). Some

translated, multiple-choice tetts-are so "parallef" that even the

position of the correct answer is unchanged. .This is an acute

problem since many students are administered both test 'versions

in quick succession. This procedure may Oso contribute-to an invalid-

practice effect.

Solpe translated versions of a test do not have norms of their own,

le6ming,the impressioh that EnglIsh norms 'are applicable or tbat

English norms are the criteria to which 'tile examinee would be compared. ,

Trantions of tests can change the difficulty'range or change the

response optiOns to an item (Bernal,'1979; Bransford, 1974; Gonzales,

1974; Settler, 1982). Soi4 simple words in English become rather'

difficult fn another language. Fdr example, the word pet in English --

translated to domesticado in Spanish is more.difficult for the ttudent.

Furthermore, many English words have multiple meanings or can be
used as different parts of speech, while the saMe'Word translatedk

into another language is limited by the context in which it is, used.

For example, the word stamp may be a verb or noun in English,but if

one'were bkchoose-among the terms timbre, estampilla, or' seller in .

Spanish, the usage would be much more limited.

A test that measures practical intelligence or common expertence for

Anglos ("What.should you do if you cut your fingerV) may only serve

to measure the degree of acculturation by ethnic iiihority.pupils to

Anglo values and practices.

4
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7. .A student's underSianding of directions.on a test is related to two
variables:. level of vocabulary or degree of difficulty, and type of
vocabulary used. Type of vocabulary relates to the vernacular or
dialect used in the community. Most translated tests use formal.,
clatsical,.pure, textbook-perfect language inorder to produce a test.
with wide appeal. Pupils, under stress in a testing situation, may be
lhard-preSsed to respond to siMple questions merely because they Jack
the technical vocabulary attache0 to familiar places, things, or .1 ,

situations (Zigler & Butterfield, 1968). In sum,ipxisting translated
tests may yield skewed, questionable, and erroneat-data that lead to
ill-defined goals and misguided directions for instructional and
eyaluational strategies.

Adding Points,

The practice of "adding points" as-used'in The System of Multiculiural
Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA) has received muth criticism due mainly to
lack of validity and lack of its practical *use in assessment situations.
In an attempt.to compensate for malpractices in assessing culturally ,

different pupils, scores from the sociocultural scales constituting the
pluralistic componenCof the SOMPA are used in a multApje regression
Itquation to adjust the standard WISC-R lOs in order to derive the Estimated
Learni* Pcitential (ELP) appropriate to the child's ethnic background.

,

J
For many- btlinoua pupils, scores on standardized tests are low. ilie-

SOMPA's estimated lear ing potential is a procedure of making these low
scores compensate for test.bias. Ultimately, theprOcedure of adding points
is demeaning to the cuJturally.different student who has been subjected to
a testing situation with an invalid instrument.. In addition, the estimated
learning potential oY students derieed by the SOMPA'does not predict how
well,the student will do in mainstreamed public school instructional programs.
It is designed to predict the extent to which a pupil is likely to benefit
from an educational program that takes appropriate account.of sociocultural
backgror rd. Of course, this will be most difficult to do since it is vi-
tudlly impossible'to eliminate the vast differences in life experience of
these puplls, including exposure to prejudice and the limited economic and
educational Opportunities historically afforded them (Kagan & Burial, 1977).

Simpie Renorming

:Renorming accomplishes what adding points does, but the numbers are deter-
mined empirically (Bernal, 1979). This procedure does nothing detrimental
to the validity of the test instrument in regard to its use with the
renorming popUlation. The language of the test items, directions, adminis-
trative procedures, and details are not altered. An advantage of renorming

. is that it provides descriptive statisties for the renorming population and

a new distribution of scores.

6



Conclusion

Examiners wfio are to assess ethnic minority pupils (in particular those
who,are bilingual) should be aware of the numerous factors found to contribute
to posOble assessment bias. These facfors, _discussed above, can be-readily,
found in the literature (Anastast, 1982; McLoughlin & Lewis, 1981; Oakland
& Matusek, 1977; Sattler, 1982). Ultima.tely,-it may be the variables among
students, asses-went personnel, and assessment instruments that*make
the-difference in appropriate assessment, placement, instructional planning,
and programming for bilingual exceptional pupils.

fr



CHAPTER 2. ,PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR ASSESSJNG
BILINGUAL EXCEPTIONAL PUPILS

The preponderance of assessment measures is a phenomenon of the twentieth

century (Wallace & Larsen, 1979). An interest in testing and a correspond--

ing expansion of educational appraisal techniques have been brought about by

an increased interest in human benavior and how it can be affected by variables

Ooth external and internal to the human organism. In a school setting, psy-

chologists have joined forces with educators in an attempt to discover by

which methods and under what conditions students learn most efficiently, and

most effectively. Individualism has become the rule instead of the exception

in tssessment as,well as in intervention.

Informal versus formal assesMent is not the issue. It is not a matter

of one type of assessment orthe other, but instead, which type is appropriate.,

for the specific question being asked (McLoughlin & Lewis, 1981). From thi4

standpoint, Thcker (1980) suggests that it is very important that the two

functions of eligibility and programming be clearly separated and that

assessment techniques be used that are appropriate for each of these functions.

In making decisions about an individual student, educators need a wide variety

of information from various sources. In gathering this information, it may be

necessary to use an assortment of testing idstruments, testing strategies, and

te%ting techniques. Clearly; decisions about the total assessment procets

will be guided by the purpose for testing. Karmel (1970) has listed the

f6llowing as purposes for administerinvtests in the schools:

To form classroom groups.

To provide special study and remedial instruction.

To evaluate capabilities and accomplishments.

To foster educational and vocational goals.

To discover educationally and socially maladjusted children.

To measbre outcomes cjf instruction.

To cert fy pupils' achievements.

To provide inaterial for research.

While these'purposes are.be eficial for all pupils, therari imperative

for programs that provide educati al services to atypical tudent popula-
,

tions, such as bilingual, handcapièd, or bilingual handicapped pupils.

Educational assessment practices for these populations should 'be used for

two major purposes: "to identify (and sometimes label for administrapve

purposes) those children experiencing learning'problems.pho will probably

require special education, and to gather additional information that might

be helpful in estRblishing instructional objectives and'remedial strategies '

for those children identified as handicapped learners' (Wallace & Larsen, 1979):,



The influx and expansion of special programs serving bilingual excep-
tional students have.forced educatbrs and psychologis4 to realize that some
existing diagnostic procedures are inapPropriate. Diagnostic procedures
used in the schools, have changed focus from classifying various signs and-
symptoms in medically oriented disability categories to that of gathering

°information about a pupil in order to establish appropriate teaching strategies. ,

At the present time, assessmpnt practices that do not 'produce guidelines for
instructional objectives as well as methods and materials to be used are
considered by many to be a'waste of time and resourceS (Wallace & McLoughlin,.
1975). In other words, educational assessment shoulA result in clear and
explicit planS for placement and programs of instruction.

Some resgarchets believe that no single measure taps bilingual pupil.s'
cognitiveand intellectual development, even when bilingual pupils are
tested/in two languages (Mowder,-1980). Much sore reseatch is needed before

such posture can be accepted as true. ThereNs considerable evidence
show-frig language to be only one of the critical factors in sChool achieve-
ment and, indeed, in the total learning process.

Anastasi (1982) proposes that perhaps it is not as much a question of-
a culturally biased assessment instrument as it is a question of being

culturally blind. Tests are designeeto show what an-individual can do at
a,given point in time. They Can neither explain why the examinee perfOrms
as she or he does nor tell.how the student might have.performed Offerently-

given a different cultural upbringing.

Levtls of Assessment 4
4

The complexity of a student's specific learning difficulty usually suggests
'the number or types of assessment measures being applied. All pUpils do

not reqyire detailed evaluation involving time-consuming and expensive
assE5sment teOniqUes. Various examples will illustrate'this point. )

Level. 1. Initial Levtl: .Classroom Screening

Under certain Conditions, teachers are able to plan appropriate intructional

.programs based on systematic observation or the appropriate use of informal

te,acher-made tests.

For pupils who are 4thnically and linguistically diffdrent and who are

-,suspectdd of having atandicapping condition, classroom teachers must have
as prerequisites: a knowledge of the cultural background of the student;
the capability of communicating in the student's nattve language, when neces-
sary;.and information about'exceptional children. 4

During initial-screening, the teacher should fo6is on the pupil's

academic progress as well as on interpersonal and.interaction capabilities.

Such observatiorror informal assessment should provide a 'verification ofo

the teacher's suspicion that the pupil is experiencing frustration and/or .

failure in one or more school-related behaviqrs. At thiF level, the classroom
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teacher collects data,forfithe purpose'of comparing the pupil's achievement

and/or social behavioit w th that of the peer group.- Daily school work.in

the subject areas and e amount; duration, and quality of peer interaction

are typical information that may prove useful in the initial level of

assessment. Other data that may prove useful are the student's scores on
educational performance measures typically administered at the beginning or

end'of a school year.;

The classroom teacher needs, to establish, tt, a reasonable degree, the

pupil's language proficiency.sinct the lan4uage used in assessment has a
tremendous effect on the results.

Level 2. Intermediate Level: Diagnostic-prescriptive Assessment

Wallace and Larsen (1979) 'describe this level ot*asses'sment as one that

"involves the administration of specific diagnostic tests intended to
further identify and examine 'suspected areas of difficulty. This level

focuses on an analysis of particularly troublesome skills and abilities"

(p. 4)

Eor those students who are culturally and linguistioctlly different and_

?re suspected of having a handicap, classroom teachers must be prepared to

administer test instruments in a language other than Enblish and to interpret

exhibited'behavior from the standpoint of the student's cultural background.

At this level of assessment, the claSsroom teacher must begin to interpret

data gathered through observation or through instruments (both formal and

informal) on the basis of the student's command.of the Eriglisli language,

cultural background-, and possiblejiandicappin§ condition.

Some of the practical techniqbes that could be applied at this level

are task analysis, chealists and rating scales, interviews, and other

similar commercial or teacher-made criterion-referenced tests.

Level 3. Advanced leyel: Comprehensive Individual Assessment

At this level of assessment, a studtnt who is.suspected of having severe

learning problems is in need of more detailed assessment. Sometimes, even

a mild handicapping condition can go undetected or be difficult to pinpoint

without an intensive battery of tests. The primary objective of this ,

thorough level of assessment is to obtain a.complete understanding of the.

.student's learning problem by examining and subsequently studying all factors

related to thipstudent's specific difficulties (Wallace & Larsen,.1979).

This particular level of assessment has received severe criticisms,

mainly because Of the misuse of standardized test instruments with language'

minority pupils. Users of theSe test instruments must remain cautious when

they administer, score,,and interpret results obtained .from language minority

students using norm-referenced tests. Examiners using standardized tests

should use every precaution possible when they make available to admission,

review and dismissal committees the results obtained through the use
**
of these
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tests,'for it is these ,test wsults and their interpretation that may form
the-basis for decisions .on labeling; placement, and_instructional inter-
vention programs'. Anastasi J1982) makes it Clear that basing decisions'on.
tests alone, especially on one-or two tests, is a misuse of tests. In tbe

final analysis, then, decisions shoUld be'not be, determined by tests but by
'persons who.use test results, only as partial indicators_and notas definitive
pronouncements on the ultimate potential ofthe student.

Without questloon, test results obtained at this assessmentlevel must be
*interpreted on*the asis of the student's command of the English language,
his or her school hi ry, health status,.social-emotional history', and
cultural background. Only then can-optimal decAsion making regarding the,
labeling, placement, and instructional programming of language.minority
studen& be approached (Gerri, 1973).

A Proposed Model

Bernal and Tucker (1981),developed a.three-phase procedure for the Levels:of
Assessment discussed above. The three phases specified by Bernal and Tucker
include informal language screening, formal language assessment; and compre-
hensive individual Assessment of chlldren with limited English proficiency.
Following is an adapted version of Bernal and Tucker's procedures for assess-
ing students of limited English profici.ency. The proposed model has been
modified to more specifically describe the purpose of each phaseand to
suggest types of tests to use and personnel to involve et each phase. The

criteria for decision making have been closely adhered to but expanded in
certain areas where i;t. was felt more specificity was merited.

'This proposed model is based on the assumption that language ts the mos
critical factor in'the assessment processA Credence is given to this
assumption by Galvan and Bordie (1977). .

Statements About Language and Language Learning

1. Language.is an instrument for communicatiOn.

2. Language is an instrument for social'identity.

3. Language is'an instrument tor personal identity.

4. Language is an instrument foe making generalizations about the world.

5. Language is ah instrUment-for learning.

6. Language ii an instrument for reflecting learning.

7. Language is a prerequisite for reading and writing.

A
8. Oral language involves decoding.(iistening) and encoding (speaking

Listening involves processing fewer signals than speaking.<

12



9. Speakers of various dialects can leprn to read a-common set of written

symbols. This is possible Only when dialect variations are provided
for f. the curriculum.

10. A student must have oral control of the language he is to read -
least in initial instruction.

11. Understanding precedes speaking. ,4
1

12. A child can be instructed in any Language (or variety of language)
brought to the classroom.

13: The listener.and speaker are mutually responsible for communication.

A-

14. Language includes vocabulary, pronunciation, syntax, morphology,
semantics, style, 'register, and rhetofic. (Vocabulary and meaning

are not identical.)

15. Oral codes of a language are not necessarily the same as th4ritten
code.

16. Varying styles of lanivage are' chosen for their appropriateness to a

given situation.

17. Rules 4 linguistic appropriateness vary with social situations (domains),
,topics, and role relationships. Children Must have access-to situations

which tolearn appropriateness.

18.1rA child learns whatever language he/she is exposed to, identifies with,

and finds most'useful. The child must believe he/she will find a_

language form useful (find immediaite need foP it).

19. Language is a system rather than a collection of parts:

20. Every school child has internalized a system.of language. Any further

instruction is an adaptation of that system.

21. Language is creative, and creativ.ity means'being able to make mistakes.
d

22. The purpose of language instruction is not to teach imitation but to
help students create their own sentences.

Source: 'Galiian, Bordie, J.G. Accutrak Texas Criterion-Referenced

System f,or Oral Language: A Manual for Administering the Test. San Antonio,

Texas: Region 20 Education Service Center, 1977. Reprinted with permission.

PPocedures for Assessing Bilingual Handicapped PtipiiI8: A Proposed Modes

Informal Language Screening

Purpose: To obtain data on famil4 ethnicity and the language spoken by.the

student, arid by significant others at hOme. The.questionnaire itself does

not assess language ability, but it does proyide initial information as to

thestudent's language dominance.

13
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Types of tests td use: Home Langpage Questionnaire

Who may assess: Classroom teacher; ipsychometricians;'counselors; principals;

any ot-her professional.

Criteria for decision>i ng:

a. Refer-to regular educationaT screening process if pupil is English

dominant. N ,

b. .Refer to formal language asseSsment if pupil comes from a home where

a language other than English is spoken, even if student appears to

be English monolingual. - Referpupil to formalilanguage assessment if

pupil is limited English-speaking abtlity.

c. Refercup,41 to formal assessment when he/she has been'referred by

teachers and other school personnel for special educational -services.
. at

Formal Language Assessment

Purpose: To determine language proficiency as well as academic achieyement

performance levels:

Types of tests to use: FOrmal and informallanguage proficiency tests;
standardized school achievement tests in language arts and in mathematics..

Who may assess: Psychometricians; classroom teachers with training in

educational assessment.

Criteria for decision making:

a. Refer to regular educational screening or .t.':egular class placement: (1)

if pupil shows proficiency in English and lack of proficiency in the

.native language; 42) if-pupil shows proficiency in both English and

native language.

Comprehensive Individual Assessment:- Step 1

1 rurpose: (1) TO verify language profiCiency and language dominance.in pupils

referred from the informal and formal language assessment phases; (2) To .

gather culturally sensitive behavioral observations; (3) To specify.student's

suspected disabilities.

Types of tests to use: Language assessment jnstruments other than 010%

that were used in Formal Language Assessment, e.g., criterion-referenced

tests, checklists, rating scales, or task analysis.

Who may assess: Bilingual psychometrician experienced in language proficiency

testing and capable of making,culturally sensitive observations of behavior.

14 1



Criteria for,decision making:

.a. Refer to regular.class placement if student shows English language

proficiency.and average achievement in English language arts.

b. Refer te bilngual programAf student shows nativd14angusage dominance

and Proficiency plus low academic achie:ement scores in the English

language arts.

c. Continue with Comprehensive individual astespent if student shows

English language proficiency but has low scOres in English language

artl.
/1

d. Determine the language doTinance if student shoWs limited proficiency

in both native and-English languages. Continue with comprehensive

individual assessment jn the pupil's dominant laknguage!

-

e. Use'nonverbal testing techniques - such as Manipulative devices pointing

to tfie'correct answer,'Sfiaking head yes or no, etc. - if pupil shows

severe limitations in both English and native language proficiency

. and/dr doMinance.

, Comprehensive Individual Assessment: StiO2

Pur e: Cl) 'To obtain consent from parents or guardians; (2) To select

'appr prjate committee members.

Types of tests to use: None necessary.
' A

Who maywasseis: No assessment required.

Criteria for decision making:

a. Consent form should be published bi.lingually. Present orally, if

necessary.

b. 'Use all available resources in the procesS, including bilingual,teachers,

community liatsons, and .bilingual individuals.

c. Appoint to the placement, reviewand'dismissal committee persons whose

'expertise or familiarity with the student will allow theM to make

worthwhile input to the assessment, placement, and intervention processes.

This could involve a specialist in language development or in language

acquisitioh, a specialist in the suspected disability, the-referring

teachers, and a'Oerson knowledgeable about the student's culture and

family background. .

Cdmpreflensime Individual Assetsment: Step 3

Purpose: To verify, qualify, or disprove the suspected disability in

bilingual pupils.

15
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Types of tests to use: Informal Measures sOch as criterion-referenced

tests; task-analysis, adaptive behavior indices, Interviews, questionnaires,
observations,'-and problem-solving experiments as Piagetian type strategies.

Who may assess: Classroom teachers; therapists; counselors; psychometricians.

Criteria for decision making:

a. Team members must use available data and information to verifyAhe
suspected disability or disabilities. -if information and data contra-

dict the suspected disability(ies), the.student is e4empt from furthei-

testing and placed.into the appropriate regular educational program
with or without supportive help:

b. If student cannot be exefloted from all further,testing, specify the

types of the disabilities and proceed with the next t a. in the

comprehensive individual assessment process.

Comprehensive Individual Assessment: Step 4

Purpose: To verify, qualify, or disprove the suspected/disability or

disabilities in ingual pupils. Adaptions for the Limited English

Proficient (LEP) r the Limited English Speaking Ability (LESA) students

-may be needed.

Types-of tests to use: Standardized tests, even thou0 not totally appropriate

(select tests that require minimal verbal interactions; use student's dominant

language for administering tests that require verbal instructions; use

im4ation; use interpreters or any Other technique discussed in this document).

Who may assess: Bilingual psychometrician experienced in language

proficiency testing and capable of making culturally sensitive observations-

of behavior.

alteria for decision making:

a. If student's performance shows no abnormality, the student is not

handicapped and should be placed into bilingual education program or

the English program according,to the student's language dominance.

Plan a supportive.intervention program using information gathered in

Step 3.

b. If student's performance shows some abnormality, the student is mildly

handicapped and should be mainstreamed into the bilingual education

or English progam according to the student's language dominance. The

student is eligible for special education provisions and privileges,

,
including the individualized education program (IEP).

c. If the student's performance shows a more severe or profound handi-

capping conditionluall of the special education provisions for placement

4 ti
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and treatment areapplicable. lhe delivery of educational serv4ces

in,a language other than English may need to be considered as on

apprOpriate measure for compliance with federal statutes and aippro-

priate educational practices.
-

Adapted from Berne, E., & Tucker, J., A Manual for tcreening and Assessinb

.Students of Omited English Proficiency. Used with permission.

4

Assessment Procedures: -:,Conclusion,

Because the final decision about whether the student is handicapped or

not'is4made during the last step of the assessment procedure, it is important

to interpret the standardized test scores witka great deal of caution. Vany

of these tests were not standardized on linguigtieally different populations.

If the norms are not applicable, the student's poteqtial may be underestimated.

That is whY a single test should net be the sole deterlOinant of placement al

intervention decisions.

Information gained from standardized tests is not-precise enough for

planning specific teaching programs. At best, the results from norm-

referenced tests indicate general levels of academic functioning and

possible areas of difficulties in broad areas such as reading comprehension,

arithmetic computation, etc.

The teacher needs information about the specific problems a student is

experiencing; therefeire, observational data and data obtained.through inTor-
.

mal tests are so necessary. 4.

Use of Informal Tests with Bilingual Handicapped Students

The classroom teacher who is to teach students experiencing learning

difficulty becatise they receive instruction in a nondominant language,

needs as much specific information as possible about the learning potential

of the linguistically,different student. Informal tests, as compared to 4
standardized measures, usually provide more exact formation that may be

used in planning remedial strategies (Wallace & Lars 1979). Thesek

informal tests assess behaviors and skills that are more ectly related

to a student's actual achievement.

4ollowing are techniques, strategies, and guidelines list ay Le

useful in more appropriately assessing bilingual handicapped pu ils in

various academic,areas.'

Checklists and Rating Scales

Checklists and rating scales are useful tools in obSectively analyzir16

specific behavior that otherwise would be judged subjectively.



A rating scale is designed to indica4e the degree to which, or the
frequency with which, a characteristic'or behavior iT observed. 'The check-

ljst is used to determine the presence or absence Of a'particulaz:characteristtc
Linder certain circumstances (Wallac4 & Largen, 1979).,

An advantage,of using checklists an rating scales is that thay %ay be

constructed by knowledgeable practitioners in the field. When these instru-

ments are created, several important principles shou1.0 be kept firmly

mind. These principles directly relate tothe selepon of the character-
istic or behavior to be observed or rated, the de0gn of.the rating.scale,

and the conditions under which these ratings and observations are-obtained.

. Grolund (1976) outlines six principles that are of parttcuTar importance:

1. Characteristics/behavior should be educationally significant.

2.: Characteristics/behavior should&be direct1.9 observable.

3. Characteristics/behavior and po.ints 'on the scale should be ,clearly

defined:.

4. Between three to seven rating positions sh3uld be provided, and rater
should be Permitted to mark_at intermedtate,paints.

at*

Raters should be instruCted to omit ratirigs where therfeel unqualified

to judge.

6. Ratings from-se,feral observers tbould be combined wherever possible.

(pp. 444-445)

An example of a checklist is found in Appendix A.
9

Informal Survey Tests '

Survey tests can be criterion-referenced measures developed to saMple the

presenceor absencelpf certain specific,behaviors. They usually include a

broad range of behaviors that are deemed essential by classroom teachers.

One advantage people have fctund regarding these instruments is that they

can be created by the user from existing instructional material. An example

is the Informal Reading Inventory,' commonly called IR1. The IR1 consists of

a graded series of 100 to 150-word passages that range from preprimer through

eighth grade (Betts, 1946). As the students read each pa59e9e, the teacher

marks or records the mistakr, in word recognitioland word ,analysis. After

the student reads each passage, the teacher asks a series of questions that

test comprehension of the content of the ngading passage.

These types of tests are useful in assessing bilingual pupils because

the teacher can obtain information as to the student's reading difficulties -

ighether the problem is in encoding or in decodi.ng. In addit1on, the teacher

can determine the reading level at which a student can function indePendentlY,

the level at which the ,student comprehends what is read, the level at which

the student'can profit from instruction, and the level at Which the student

becomes completely frustrated (Johnson & Kress, 1965),
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Observation

It.is difficult.to objectively observe othtrs' behavtor. Because.this is
kso, teachers need to be trained in good observation techniques. G1ven

1 that training, observation becomes a very effective method of obtaining
I- important information about pupils. This technique can be used io confirm

the findings of both standardized and teacher-made tests. In addition,'.
observation can be used to detect certain skills and incidental behavfors
that might go untapped by other testidg procedures.

Clas;room teachers have many opportunities throughout the schobl day
to observe students in a variety of settings. Oral reading periods gives
Xhe teacher the opportqnity to note the students' word attack skills,
word recognition abilities, and comprehension skills. The use of the
chalkboardallows the teacher to observe several students doing arithmetic
computation simultaneously. Physical eduC2tion classes and playground
activities give the,teacher an excellent opportunity toobserve and note
students' fine and gross motor abilities as well as personal and social
adjustment skills.

Some suggestions for successfylly obtaining information through

0 observation techniques,are as,follows:

1/ Report only the facts. Do not make value judgments/about behavior
observed.

*

2. Minimize personal influence.

a. Observe through a one-way mirror.

b. Observe from behind an observati cubicle.

c. Dress plainly so as not to caus nnecessary distraction.

d. Take very.few notes.

e. Become a familiar sight to those under study.

3. Decide What to observe.

a. What things seem to beof most interest to the child?

b. Who does the child play with most often?

c. How does the child get along with peers as a whole?

d. How does the
4

child get along with his/her teacher?

e. What subjects does the child like best and least?

f. What are some of the ways used to get atttntion?
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g. Does the child need excessive amounts of attention? If so,

from whom?

h. 'Is there 6 'difference in the child's toehavioral pattern in the

morning and afternoon?

i. 6oes the child communicate well in the dominant language? In

the second language? What does the child communicate? To whom?

In what language?
2

j. Does the child talk about hts/her family? To whom?

. Does the child have brothers andior sisters? How many? Where

does he/she fit _in?

1. Does the child seem happy? Does he/she seem friendly?

m. Does the child bring his/her lunch or eat in the cafeteria?

n. How does the child geeto school? .

0. How does the child dress?

p. What are the child's household chores?

q. Can tlip.child work in groups or alone?
AP

re How does the child respond to praise and criticism?

The format used in reporting observattoks varies. Whatever the form,

however, basic information relative to the observation should be given,

including Itudent's name, date, time of observation, location and/or

situation, grade level, age and sex of student,,ea description of the

behavior observed, circuntanCes or antecedents for behavior, possible

implications, and obserger's name. The quality and usefulness will be

enhanced if tiil% information is concise, clea% brief, -easy to read, and

accurately reported.

There are a number of potential problems with observation that teachers.

§hould-be aware of. Yhe most crucial limitation is observer bias. Too

often obsem/Ki:Ons tell mot;saioNt the observer than about the individual

being Observed. An obsery,x's biases and beliefs fnfluence what the observer

looks for in A student and also-the degree of importance placed on the

OUserved behavior. In additibn, observational errors may also be caused

by 'inaccurate recording, inappropriate sampling techniques, and preconceived

notions about a student's success,or failure,

An observer may jump to conclusions prematurely or make generalizations

regarding a student's overall behavior on the basis of a small sampling of

behavior. While allAiehavior is caused,-there are usuallyknumber,of
interwoven explanations, rather than a single one. For-exhifle, it-is

wrong to conclude that a student'.s behavior is destructive simply because

the mother works or because the father travels a great deal of the time.

Such factors may enter the situation, but they do not constitute the

total picture.

20
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Observers of bilingual handicapped students need to possesS not.only
observation skills, but a knowledge of the students' culture and the ways
it affects their whole pattern of behavior. Included in this pattern are

.-factors such as the manner in which the studelits approach problem solving,
their learning styles, personal preferences, fears, interests, And aspira-

tions. The influences of the observer's sex, ethnicity, age, familiarity
and 'style are also factoes to_be considered.

Behavior may change when a student is aware that he or she is being

observed. Moreover, student behavior can facilitate or hinder a pupil's
capability and adjustment to his or her own minority culture as well as
to society at large. Observation,of behavior is a fait tool for assess-
ing pupils only if studEnt behavior is evaluated by comparing it to a
particular pupil's cultural values and experiences rather than comparing
it tolbe observer's values arid experiences (Diggs, 1974). The specificity,

practinlity, and adaptability of observation procedures have contributed
to their widespread use in evaluating pupils. In addition, the direct
applicability Of most observational.data to ongoing teaching is an advantage

of the observation assessment technique. Finally, observation can gray a

valuable part in the assessment process of linguistically different pupils
suspected of having a handicappingcondition.

The Cloze Proure for Language Assessment

If classroom teachers are in need of information about a student's reading

comprehension, the cloze technique is one type of test recommended. Thee

best-application of this procedure includes selection of i passage that

contains information familiar to the exdminee. The passage, approximately

60 words, has.every fifth word omitted. The number of missing words the
student can correctly supply indicates the level of skill in comprehending

and processing the material. The test can be scored in two Ways: exact

words correct, or contextually appropriate words counted as correct. This

/anguage assessment technique is useful for assessing the functional
reading level of a language minority student.

Interview Techniques

According to many experts in the field of linguistics, an interview is one

of the better.techniques for gaining viable information about a student's

comMunicative competence. Some test instruments focus on assessing specific

components of language; some assess oral language proficiency.° Others

assess grammatical competence, while others'assess knowledge of vocabulary

(Calderon, undated). The interview technique is flexible and mag be adapted

according to the need of the examirier. F.or example, it can be used to help

determine language dominance or language proficiency, language pauterns,
socialization skills, interests, family history, attitudes, or values.
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Galvan and Bordie (1977) have outlined possible uses of an interview:

1. .To establish much-needed rapport with students.

2. To learn what motivational strategies are most useful with,a particular

student.

3. To gain information about'abilities and interests on which to base

future instructional strategies.

4. To be able to demonstrate to the stude6t your pride in his/her

achievements.

5. To explore alternative strategies and devices to be used in class.

6. To present yourself as a very human teacher inferested in what students

know, feel, and value.

The over-riding purpose for interviewing students, however, is to get

to know them well enough to make sound educational decisions about placement

and programming.

Galvan and Bordie (1977) also provide d comprehensive list of suggestions

to positively influence the outcome of an interview. Among these suggestions

are the following:-

1. Select a relatively quiet place to talk.

2. Use topics and questions that are familiar to students and produce good

information.

a. Questions about out-of-schoo) activities. What do you and your

-friends do away from sphool? What would you do if you had a day

in which you could do anything you wished?

b. Questions about student's background. What things scare you?

make you mad? make you happy? make you feel secure make you

feel insecure? Who was the best friendiou ever had? What made

him/her so special?

c. Questions about school. What kind of schoolwork do you do best?

What kind of schoolwork gives you most trouble? If you could change

one'thing about school, what would it be?

If the purpose of the interview is to gain rapport, no written record

is necessary at the time. However, records and notes could be made if

the interview were conducted to find out the student's interests, back-

ground and strengths. If thepurpose it to record a sample of the student's

language, thinking strategies, knowledge of,information or academic

competence, a tape recording or videotape could be made with a brief written

record included in the student's file.
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During the interview, the interviewer should be as positive as posSible
and conceotrate on .getting the student to talk. Ask questions that produce

more than one-word answers. How, why,.and what questions usually produce
longer answers than who, how many, or where questions. Never correct a

student during an interview. Live in the student's world, trying to share
experiences rather than judge them. Show genuine interest in what the
student-can share during the interview. Give the student undivided
attention by preventing outside interruptions and by giving him or her
your time.to listen. Let the student use any standard or variety of
language with whichAie or she feels comforigle.

Use all the strategies of good interpersonal communication. Take as

many cues as possible from the student:
t-

If the student is uncomfortable maintaining eye contact, do not
require this to conduct the interview.

o If the student feels something is funny or serious, respond
accordingly.

If a question seems to be too personal, leave it and proceed to
a less sensitive topic.

If the student is too nervous to be productive, terminate the
interview and try again later.

While one recommended use of the interview technique,is to assess a
student's language, certain precaytions musbbe kept in mind when 6king
judgments about the student's level of language dominance or'profiCiency.
Interviewer bias is likely to influence scoring and interpreting the
results of the interview. This bias may be due in part to the interviewe4's
level of schooling, years of experience, and knowledge about the student's
culture and language. While it islifficult to control for interviewer
bias, it is not impossible to do so. The judgment of teachers with,the
proper linguistic training can te as reliable as any test. This is prom-

ising sinte it is the classroom-teacher who is most in need.of reliable
and valid data for developing appropriate instructional plans and materials.

Evaluating a Student's Language

-A student's language dominance and language proficiency can be determined

from,speech samples.. Galvan and Bordie (1977) state that "in order to
get a fair.appraisal of a student's ability to use a language, the speech

sample would have to include information from all five domains of
language" (p. 2). These are listed below with suggested weighted emphases.

o Rhetoric (25%): the characteristic of explaining a situation,
describing an object, telling a story, or persuading someone
toward a particular point of view.
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Register/Style
t

(20%): includes thoe factors used in speaking to

elicit responses.from an audience, tamakeKconvey an impression.

- .

Syntax (30%): 'the grammar,if a language, the way in which words are

put together to form phrases, clauses, or sentences.

Vocabulary (20%): -a list or collection of wor4s appropriate to the

topic or curriculum segment being discussed. Lk

O Pronunciation (5%): producing the components, or the sounds, of a

language (intonation stress, pitch,lmetrics).

'palvan a9d Bordie (1§7M1 provide the following rating scale for

judging a student's language sample:

Language Rating Seale

Rhetoric

5. Meets all exPectations of assignment; purpose is clear, content is

accurate, and,preOntation is interesting.

4. Differs frOm level 5 in clarity of information and degree of interest

presentation 'holds.

3. Meets minimum expectations'of the assignment; purpose is not clear,

information weak, and presentation only minimally effective.

2. Differs from category 3 in that the purpose is mistaken, information

sometimq& inaccurate or inappropriate, andipe structure is not

clear; student does not seem to understand the structure of the

presentation.

1. . Does not fulfill demands of assignment; purpose is not defined,

information inaccurate, and structure,confused.

Register/Style

5. 'Presentation reflects 'effective adaptation of material for the

specified audience and situation; performance capable of getting

best response from audience.

4. Stildent-reasonabeffective in getting response from audienceC

seems to know how to adapt material to needs of the situation but

fails to execute well.

3. Student apparently is only minimally aware of the audience; could

show signs of frustration at not being able to adapt material for

the specified audience and situation.



1

2. Student shows self-conscious sttns of not being able to deal with
his audience or the situation; may retuse to make a serious attempt.

1. Student seems unaware of audience reaction; seems unable to adapt
material for specified situation.

Syntax

5. Makes few (if any) noticeable errors of grapmar or word order;
controls a wide variety of patterns consistent with a native speaker
of the same age.

4. Occasionally (rarely) makes,prammatical errors which do not obscure
meaning; a fatrly wide range and number of patterns typical of a
native speakerlof the same age.

3. Makes occasional-grammatical errors which sometimes obscure meaning;
many-errors reflect non-standard usage; restricted as to number and

types of patterns available.
4

2. Grammatical and word-order errors frequently make comprehension
d4fficult; must rephrase sentences and/or restrict himself to besic

patterns: -

1. Errors in grammar and word order so severe as to make speech virtually

unintelliPible.

Vocabulaq

5. Use.of vocabulary and idioms is virtually that of a native speaker.
All words (both function and content) needed for assignment are

mastered.

4. Sometimes uses inappropriate terms and/or must rephrase ideas
because of lexical inadequacies.

3. %Frequently uses wrong words; performance somewhat limited because

of inadequate vocabulary.

2. Misuse of words and very limited vocabulary make comprehension

4 quite difficult.

1. Vocabulary limitations so extreme as to make performance virtually

impossible.

Pronunciation

.5. Has few traces of foreign accent; pronunciation consistent with

standard dialect of the area.

.
Always intelligible, though one is conscious of a definite accent.
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3. Pronuncietion problems necessitate concentrated listening and

occasionally lead to misunderstanding.

. Very hard to understand because of pronunciation problems. Must

frequently be asked to repeat.

1. Pronunciation problems so severe as to make speech virtually

unintelligible.

Source: Galvan & Bordie, 1977.

Practical Problem-Solving Techniques

Some researchers have had succeSs in assessing linguistic minority children

through the use of Piagetian tasks. De Avila and Havassy (1975) see the

value of this approach with minority-group students in that results of

their research indicate a similarity in the cognitive development of pupils

from diverse cultural backgrounds when assessed by performance on Piagetian

tasks

In addition to Piagetian assessment, other more informal problem-

solving techniques are possible. The classroom teacher could formulate

a seried of problems of varyirig difficulty based on the cultural background

and experience of the student. The student would be given the opportunity

,to solve as many of the problems as possible. The problem solved at the

most difficult level would be an indicator of the student's potential.

The principle of problem-solving techniques is similar to Oat used

in the development of informal survey tests and informal skills tests.

As opposed to practical problem solving, survey tests and informal skills

tests require application of traditional academic skills using rote

learningl memorized information, and set prOcedures without real meaning

to any given situation. In problem-solving assessment, the student may

use imilar skills, but they will be directed toward soliing a real life

problem.

Task Analysis

Another method useful in evaluating bil$0gual handicapped students is

task analysis. This process requires that concepts be broken into task

components, which are then broken into skills. Finally, steps are outlined

to help the student master each skill. By following this procedure, the

teacher can develop a list of skills which, when mastered, will yield

a successfully completed task. In turn, as several tasks are le4nied,

concepts will be mastered. In essence, then, task analysis is theyprocedure

by which the concept "going from the less difficult to the most difficult"

or "going from the concrete to the abstract" is operatipnalized.
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Once the component steps of'a task have been identified,'the child

is presented with each sequential task until a task is presented that
the child-cannot perform without errop (Wallace & Kauffman, 1981).
Following an analysis of the pupil's errors, the teacher usually designs
a remedial program based on the same sequence of skills as tin the task-

analysis process.

Further,'agreement among professionals can usually be Obtained with
regard'to a specific task sequence if it is desirable. -

IF-

. On the whole, task analysis should be considered i fery helpful

addition to educational assessment. It ma); be viewed as a process that

provides teachers a basis for what theY want to teach, where they want
to begin, when they have sucteeded, and what the subsequent item or skill .

should-be. In essence, task analysit is a prerequisite process to cri-
terion-eeferenced assessgent and individualized instruction - both essential
eleMents in the total process'that will provide students an appropriate
education in the least restrictive environment.

Criterion-Referenced Tests
,

Classroom teachers are interested in the implications of test results for

Oft instruction or discipiine of the children with whom they work. Criterion-

referenced tests provide a strategy by which classroom teachers can obtain
specific data about specific students.

Criterion-referenced tests (CRT) are relatively recent developments'
in measurement and have been introduced for several reasons: (a) serious

shortcomings exist with standardized tests; (b) there is an intreasing
demand for more accountability; and (c) behavioral psychology, which
endorses cri/erion-referenced tests because such tests are closely related

to treatment, has influenced measurement in education (Kirk, Kliebhan &

Lerner, 1978, p. 189).

Criterion-referenced measures are used to ascertain an individual's
status against some criteria or performance standard. According toiWormer

(1974) CRT describe performance rather than compare performance. The basic

goal of CRT, then, is to describe behavior as accurately as possible in

relation to standards of performance deemed important to the test developer.
Therefore, the meaningfulness of an individual scoee is not dependent on

comparison with other examinees. The desire is to know what the individual

can do, not how he or she stands in comparison to others (Popham &

Harek, 1969).

Specific Uses and Advantages of Criterion-referenced Tests

Criterion-referenced tests can provide information which is Useful in

classroom instruction. 'By using results of these tests, an educator can

make decisions about the individual studient, such as (a) the degree of
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achievement in a particular academic, psychomotor or vocational task;
(b) the student's readiness to proceed to the next task; (c) the prerequi-
site skills needed by the student to'succeed at a particular criterion
level in a tah; and (d) curriculum materials to help the student master
the necessary skills for each task (Carver, 1972). Appropriately applied,
criterion-referenced tests offer several advantagestin rd/ation to pro-
viding.education to bilingual handicapped populations.

Plata (1977) outlines three important features of criterion-
referenced assessment that make it ;:rticularly applicable to 4..,e educational
needs of culturally and linguistically different handicapped children. The

single most important characteristic of criterion-referenced instruments
is that, unlike norm-referenced tests, the criterion-referenced instrument
concentrates on a number'of highly specific behaviors which are subject
oriented. Second, criterion-referenced instruments are usually constructed
to ascertain a point of departure in instructing students in individualized
instructional programs. In other words, there is a direct relationship
between the use of criterion-referenced measures and individualized
instruction. Third, criterion=referenced assessment instruments are
useful in various educationally related endeavors, such as social or
vocational skill development.

An additional advantage to criterion-refpreficed assessment'instruments is
that practitioners can design them in'any content area.

Developing Criterion-referenced Tests

Since CRT are tests specifically designed to pinpoint a student's mastery
on certain tasks, it is.important to consider the strategies, steps, and

guidelinesin developing'these tests. First, the area(s) or disciOine
in wh.ich criterion testing is desired needs to be identified; second,

the specific questions that will comprise the CRT need.to be identified

and placed into a hierarchy; third, the test instrument needs to be
developed; fourth, the CRT needs to be administered; and fifth, the test
results need to be interpreted. Following is a discussion of each of

these steps.

Step 1.. In what area or ffscipline is in-depth information needed?
If the examiner is not the classroom teacher and does not know the student's

capabilities, he or she may want to study the results of standardized

tests given to the student. Analysis of standardized test results will'
assist in pinpointing general areas of weakness. or strength in which

more detailed information is desired. The specificity Of information on

an area of concern may then be 'acquired by using criterion-referenced

tests.

Another strategy is to ask the ciassroom.teacher for input. This

communication and interdisciplinary cooperation will prove beneficial to

both the examiner and the classroom teacher. For the examiner it will

save time by reducing the extensive analysis of standardized test resuTts

suggested above. It will provide the teacher with specific information

in sdlving a particular problem.-



Step 2. What questions should be included in the CRT? Questions for a

criterion-referenced test may be obtained ftom several sources. Follgwing

is a list of sources and a brief discussion about each.

1. Standardized tests. After a standardized test has been given,

more specific intormation may be desired to plan and develop instructional

strategies and/or instructional materials. For example, if a*student can

master third grade math and language arts, the teacher may.want to deter-

mine inlnore detail the student's capabilities in the regrouping process

in addition, subtraction, and multiplication or in applying punctuation

and capitalization rules correctly.
f .

Takingjlte assessmantprocess beyond standardized testing is essential

for.bilingual handicapped pupils. Obtain in-depth underStanding of a

student's specific sklls and knowledge to prevent inappropriate placement,

4tYil°programming, 4nd n uction of bilingual handicapped students. The

willingness to tak the assessment process past the stage of standardized

tests is actualizing nondisdriminatory assessment and focusing on the

needs of the pupil:
... 1

2. Student's classwork. The student's daily classwork is a useful .

source for pinpointing areas in neep of criterion-referenced testing. ,For

example, a student may Make spelling errors in written classwork. To

obtain informatfon about the degree, extent, pattern, or severity of. the

problem a CRT could be administered that includes a wide variety of questions

of differipg degrees of difficulty. A vocatiorP1 shop teacher may want -

to determine the student's knowledge of "tools of the trade" after 4n

apparent lack of understanding of a "ball peen hammer" in a test question.

3. Observation. A teacher who is trained to be an Astute observer

will be able to detect possible problemt' through cues from a student's

behavior. Ln order to ascertain the malidity of the observation the

teacher can administer a CRT. For example,'a teacher may notice a student

having problemi tn cutting out pictures from a magazine. Through the use

of a specifically designed CRT, a teacher will be able to pinpoint more

precisely the student's problem, to what degree it is generalized to other

areas, and/or the antecedents that trigger the problem. Or, for example,

a teacher may observe a disheveled ippearance in a student's dress such

as untied shoes. Through the use of a CRT the teacher may discover the

student's inability to perform the necessary steps to tie shoes.

l4. Curriculum guides. Curriculum guides are pro b ably the most useful

source for obtaining questions for a CRT. Curriculum guides are usually

developed around a set of objectives and include instructionally oriented

materials that are invaluable in developing specific items for CRTs.

Curriculum guides are better used in combination with the other strategies

outlined thus far. In other wordp, the curriculum guides may be more

effectively used after the problek has been pinpointed either through use

of standardized tests, student's classroom work, or observation. This

will prevent lost time in seeking out questions without knowledge-of the
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specific area pertinent tp the pupil's needs. When using the curriculum
guide to develop CRTs for bilingual handicapped pupils, it is suggested
that bilingual personnel be involved.

5. Colleagues in your discipline. Do not forget your colleagues!
They are excellent sources of information and can provide help in clearly
pinpointing questions, amending the sequence of items in order to assure
inclusion of questions ranging in degree of difficulty, providing additional
sources of information for the CRT, and, in genera,l, acting as a source
for checking content validity of the questions in the CRT.

Step. 3. How is the CRT developed? Unlike norm-referenced tests, there
is no general pattern for constructing cOterion-referenced tests. How

the test is constructed depends on the type of measure (Swanson & Watson,
1982). .In developing such an instrument, the following guidelines may be
useful-:

1. Create problems which are related to the skills hierarchy resulting
from task analysis.

2. If necessary,.divide the skills hierarchy into categories or concepts
(for example, addition of whole numbers, long vowel sounds, capital-

,

ization rules, etc.).

3. Develop a one-page criterion test for each concept.

a. Make the page attractive by adding color, cartoons, and by spacing
problems creatively on the page.

b. Use a catchy name for the title.

c. Use codes for each of the cdiacepts,being tested (AWH = adding
'4 whole numbers; H-S.Cap. = History--state capitals; Voc.Dv. =

vocabularxdevelopment).
Ce

In addition, guidelines offered by Charles (1972, pp. 333-334) may

prove useful: .

1. Be sure the test directions are very clear.

2.. *Do not include questions on trivial matters.

3. Use simple wording, language, and sentence structure.

4. Do pot include moreAhan one problem in one item.

5. Try to include items that have only one correc*,answer.

6. Do not use tricky statements or doublelingatives.

7. Use true-false items that are clearly either true or false, rather
than'yes or no, maybe; or sometimes.
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8. Do not ute words that give hints about correct answers, such as all,
always, none, never, totally, exactly., completely, etc. Avoid a, an,

singullars, and-557als before blanks.

9. Be $44re that one item does not give the,answer for another item.

Step 4. How is a CRT administered? Plata (1977) gives some practical
suggestions on how to implement criterion-referenced tests and how to
avoid their misuse:

1. Allow students to become accustomed to routines, in the classroom before
the test is administered. ,

2. Talk to pupils about the forthcoming testing situation in order to
avoia confusion and relieve anxiety.

3. .Plan to give,the test over a period of several days.

4. Give only the minimum number of test items needed to pinpoint the achieve-
ment level of each student..

5. Grade the fest within a day or two, since the results are to be used
in the appropriate placement of each student into the curriculum.

6. File the test results as baseline data for futd(e use in conferences

and progress reporting.

7. 80 open to suggestions on how to improve the test.

Step 5. How are CRT results best utilized? Results of criterion-referenced

tests are best used by practitioners whose aim is to individualize educa-

tional programs for students. Clastroom teachers can use criterion-

referenced test results to: (a) pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses
of specific students for whom they are responsible; (b) determine the
starting place for the student's instruction; (c) select teaching materials

to accomplish stated objectives in therstudent's IEP; (d) monitor progress
in the student's achievement - academically, vocationally, or social/y; and

(e) report on the stugent's progress to parents; administrators, and students
themselves.

Limitations of Criterion-referenced Measures

Researchers have tufted limitations of criterion-referenced measures. Kirk,

Kliebhan, and Lerner (1978, p. 194) outline the following limitations:

1. A disproportionate amount of.time must be spent monitoring students,

keeping records, and doing paperwork.

2. Hard-to-measure qualities, such as appreciation or attitude toward

reading, may be overlooked.

OS
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3. Students who test at an acceptable criterion level for a specific
skill may be unable to transfer that skill to another situation.

4. Students may trst at an acceptable criterion level on a specific skill
one 4ay but be unable to perform that skill a few days later.

5. The hierarchy, or ordered sequence of skills, selected by the testmaker
may be inappropriate for a particular child. Moreover, testmakers do

not agree about a specific sequence.

6. Determining the approOriate criterion for proficiency may be difficult.
That is, 60% proficiency may be sufficient for some skills, while in
Aher skills a 95% proficiency may be required.

0
7. The sequence of skills to be learned does not take into account the

unique strengths and weaknesses of a specific child. This,is partic-

ularly important fo'r slow and disabled learners, as mell as for bilingual

handicapped students.

8. Criterion-referenced tests need better test construction to determine

valid and reliable content-referenced interpretation. (Yhvis, 1974)

In addition to these limitations, there are other concerns regarding

criterion-referenced tests. Boham (1973), for example, advises that

careful attendon be given to certain essential questions such as: (a) Who

determines the objectives? (b) Who sets the behavioral criterion levels?

(c) Do test items accurately reflect the behavioral criterion levels?

(d) What constitutes a sufficient sample of items at each criterion level?

and (e) Do the test scores obtained describe,an individual's response
pattern? 4

Each of these questionLis briefly discussed below in addition to
the following two concerni4F(a) specificity of questions and (b) inter-

pretation of results. FOr each of these seven questions, an attempt has
been made to draw implications about the assessment of bilingual handicapped

students.

Questions about CR1-

1. Who sets criteria? Some professionals propose that classroom teachers-

are in the best positiod:to set the criterion levels that constitute

acceptable performance. While there 'may be general agreement with this

suggestion, softie questions sfill remain unanswered, especially with regard

to bilingual handicapped children. What if the teacher is not knowledgeable

about the cultural factors that influence the learning of'bilingual children?

, What criterion will-be used? How will the results be interpreted and

used? What about' novice teachers in the field? Are they as qualified to

set criterion standards as their more experienced colleagueS? What about ,

the teacher who has mainstreamed bilingual handicapped students in the

class? Do teachers alone set criteria? Or do they seek the cooperation
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of their colleagues.in special and bilingual education? What about other

assessmentliersonnel? Do they play a part in setting the criterion level?
What is the role of the community in providing input regarding the criteriod
level set for CRT?

"Who sets the criteria?" is a complex question. It should be kept in
4kmind,that the primary purpose pf criterion-referenced testing is to speci-
fically pinpoint the departure point for instruction of students. From

this viewpoint it is understandable that McLaughlin,and Lewis (1981)
believe that "most criterion-referenced tests are designed hy teachers
in the privacy of their own classroom" (p. 175).

2. What ii the criterion for acceptable performance? One of tbe criticisms
about-criterion-referenced tests is that there is little evidence of their
quality. McLaughlinandjewis (1981) believe that reasons for this criticism
are due to their specificity and their local use. While most of these
criticisms may be justifiable, the primary purpose served by criterion-
referenced tests should not be minimized.

Howell, Kaplan, and O'Connell (1979) provide the following.suggestions
in setting criterion levels for acaeptable performance in criterion-teferenced
testing: "Identify those individuals who you feel possess the skill being
measured by the CRT, administer the CRT to these individuals and use the
minimum levels of their performance as a standard for passing your test"

(P. 97).

In general, this suggestion is acceptable. However, for specific

populations, such as bilingual handicapped students, there are factors which
could impede the success of this strategy if precautions are.not heeded.
These factors include the language barrier of -the.student; translation of

test items; lack of bilingual personoel to administer the CRT; and poor
understanding of the imppct of culture, language and the.handicapping
condition on the bilingual handicapped child's performance: If special

efforts Are made to keep these factors from bedoming obstacles to assess-
ment, Hdwell's suggestions may be followed. In addition, it is recommended

that bilingual personnel be significantly involved in setting criteria
for acceptable performance of bilingual handicapped students on a CRT.

3. Selection of items. One of the major concerns about CRT is the appro-
priateness of questions selected to $ample the performance-desired. This

includes the specificity and clarity of the questions.

Involving the classroom teacher reduces the possibility bf discrimin-
ating against pupils through the selection of inappropriate test questions.
The classroom teacher is in the best position to identify the essential

skills required to accomplish a task as well as the order in which these

skills need to be taught.

It is important for the CRT to include an array of questions varying

in difficulty so that the student's true performance levels may be tapped..

For bilingual handicapped pupils the involvement of bilingyal personnel
is a step toward ensuring the reduction of discriminatory practices in the
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development of CRT. Bilingual personnel can assist in CRT development

by (a) translating existing criterion-referenced instouments into the

student's native language; (b) enSuring that terminology in the test

questions coincide with community vernacular; and,(c) ensuring, as much

as possible, the relevancy of test questions'.

4. How Many test items are enough? There is no predetermined number of

test items that constitutes a well-developed CRT. Factors to consider in

determining the number of test items in the CRT include (a) grade level;

(b) competency being addressed; (c) time limits in administering the CRT;

ana (d) specificity of the student's mastery of objectives in question.

Jassroom teacher who has been trained in specific subjett

matter is the best individual to identify the appropriate numberof test

items for the test instrument.

The number of test items for a CRT may be determined by using the

following questions as"guidelines:

1. Will the number of questions identified assist in the development

of a specific educational.program for the bilingual handicapped

pupil?

2. Will the number of questions identified assitt in pinpointing

departure points for instructing the bilinguat handicapped student

in an appropriate s4quence.of skills?

3. Will the number of questions identified assist in determining the

true performance of the bilingual handicapped student in the desired

skill?
A

4. Wt11 the number of questions identified result in the identification

of a learning pattern?
4, 4

5. Will the number of questions identified be a factor in the Jilingual-

handicapped student's motivation, interest, and attitude toward the

assessment process or ttie CRT in particular?

5. Specificity of question. To a great extent the success of the CRT

will depend on the quality of the questions or items presented to students.

The clarity of the question may also depend on the specificity of the item.

The use of observable and measurable terminology in developing questions

wilt prevent confusion or misinterpretation in students (McLaughlin &

Lewis, 1981).

Since the main purpose of a CRt is to ascertain the mastery lev'el

of specified objectives, it is appropriate to use strategies, procedures

and questions that specify the desired behavior, the conditions under which

behavior should occur and the criterion fOr acceptable performance of

the behavior (Mager, 1975).



To ensure clarity and specificity of test questions it is suggested
that the CRT be circulated to several colleagues for their critiques.
Additional feedback of the specificity of questions may be accomplished
by following Howell, Kaplan, and O'Connell's (1979) suggestion to administer
the CRT to students who possess the skill. The field testing of the CRT
will give the developer an opportunity to amend any test item that is
confusing to the students.

Bilingual handicapped students are in need of the opportunity to
respond to a CRT that contains questions in the vernacular which they
understand, clearly stated and specific enough to determine the performance
desired by the examiner.

6. Interpretation-pf results. The interpretation of CRT results can be
done by any professional who comes in contact with the bilingual handi-
capped ckild. Little or no special training is'required to interpret the
results of a well-constructed criterion-referenced test. Educational
diagnosticians, psychologists, classroom teachers, counselors, administrators,
classroom aides, parents, and volunteers may all be-able to interpret CRT

results.

The major goal of criterion-refeEenced testing is to demonstrate the

skills already mastered by the examinee: Test results cannot be translated
into standard scores nor can the results be used for comparisons between

students for purposes of rank ordering.

According to Wormer (1974),,crperion-referenced tests describe
performances rather than compare pe ormances. It is this characteristic

of CRTs that make them so useful for classroom teachers.40Beciuse CRTs are

created from the specific Skills comprising a performance (usually dis-

covered through task analysis), the results have a direct implication on

the student's degree of mastery on the performance or task. The results

are, therefore, interpreted like a checklist, i.e., whether or not the

skill has been mastered. As a consequence, the results of a CRT can be
used to determine departure points in the instruction of the student.

The bilingual handicapped student stands to profit greatly frgm the

results of a well-constructed CRT, especially if the interpretation of

results is aimed.primarily at discovering what skills to teach an4 the

level at wflich to begin instructing students. For bilingual hanaicapped
-students the appropriate interpretation of results obtained from a CRT

is a'major step leading to the implementation of the least restrictive

environment concept.

Admittedly, criterion-referenced tests do not yield data which can

be used to detetmine eligibility for special education placement. How-

ever, this type of testing will provide information that can be combined
with data obtained from norm-referenced tests to get a view of the student

from two perspectives. Since one of the suggested Methods for assessing
bilingual handicapped pupils is to use multicriteria assessMent,
criterion-referenced assessment gives much needed practical information
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about the student. From this vantage point, data gathered through the
use of criterion-referenced tests may be most appropriate in planning and ,

delivering-individualized education programs for bilingual handicapped

pupils.

Pretest Training

Addi-tionalAssessmentProceaures

gernal (1971) used the following techniques in a study designed to assess

Spanish-speaking, Black and Anglo students. He found that the ethnic

minority students did not differ significantly from their Anglo counter-

parts in test performances when these techniques were applied. Further,

Hispanic and Black-students outperformed their controls who were tested

under standard test administration.
-

The following are Bernal's-techniques:

1. Language screening to eliminate students who do not possess the

minimum language skills to underttand the test items (e.g., recent

arrivals to the country).

2. Matching the examiner-examinee on ethnicity and language or Specific

dialect of spoken langiage:

3. Rapport building and an explanation of the purpose of the test.

4. Administering the test in small, easily supervised groups.,

5. Coaching on the mechanics of test taking, making best choices.

o. Explaining the testing directions thoroughly in the language and/or

dialect of the students, and encouraging,questions to clarify points.

7. Practicing on items similar to those to be encountered on the test or.
subject, group discussion.of why each member of the group selected

a particular response, and feedback.

Similar techniques have been tried by Budoff and Hutton.(1972). These

researchers used the.Raven's Progressive Matrices to probe for competencies

among minority-group students.who were considered to be exceptiohar.--

Budoff and Hutton's approach was less culturally biased and language

'oriented than the traditional problem-solving measures of the Raven's

Progressive Matrices. The children who 4nitially scored low were provided

with 1.hour of structured experiences in problem solving. Of these low-

scoring pupils, 50% scored at the 50th percentile or above on the piAtest

after this short training.
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Flavell (1975), in studying the learning strategies of preschool
and primary grade children, found that nonhandicapped children who could
describl ways of retrieving information performed better on memory tasks
than thse-chjldren who could not verbalize a strategy for retrieving
information. Anderson,..and Alley (1977), using a problem-solving
discriminatim task, matched mentally retarded and normally functioning
chtldren of similar age. They found that knowledge of whether the student
was mentally retarded or normally functicning was not as good a predictor

of success on this task as was the student's ability to verbalize a
strategy to solve the problem.

This strategy has iipplications for assessing language minority pupils.
However, it mayhecessitate a bilingual examiner. ,

Using Adaptive Behayior Data

Typical everyday behavior is an underused indication of coping abilities
and Competence in children who do not come from the cultural mainstream
(Fishman, Deutsch, Ogan, North, & Whiteman, 1964). This behavior is

known as adaptive behavior: Adaptive behavior refers to the extent to

,
which an individual meets the cultural and societal demands in his or her

environment (Mercer, 1973). Performance in such activities as self-help
skills, language proficiency,-personal and social relationships, yocational

competencies, and academic competence can be measured by adaptive behavior.
Using this broader base of information, judgment can be made about the

exceptional pupil's competencies in total living skills rather than only

about narrow academic skills.

When recording adaptive behavior of language Minority pupils, their

learning styles-, approaches to learni,ng, communication strategies, and
psychomotor abilities - at well as their beliefs, values, and aspirations -

must be described. These,characteristics form the foundation for all
behavior and learning and cannot be ignored in the assessing process of

role performance.

Much of the adaptive behavior information will be obtained from
observing the student in different situations and in different settings.

Behavioral rating scales and behavioral checklists may also be used. In

addition, adaptive behavior'data may be acquired from interviewing parents,

,siblings, peers, and significant others. The main objective is for the

'student's role competence to be judged by multiple measures and by a

variety of observers.

During the process of g.athering adaptive behavior information, examiners
must be cautious in judging as atypical any adaptive behavior that is

appropriate within a specific culture.

In planning the assessment process, educators may use commercial or

teacher-made informal tests. In any case, selection of informal-procedures
could benefit from consideration of the following points made by McLaughlin

and Lewis (1981):
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1. The assessment procedure should produce the information needed to
answer the assessment question.

2. The assessment procedure should be the most efficient method of
gathering the desired information.

3. The assessment procedure must be appropriate for the age, grade,
and ability level of the student.

4. The assessment procedure must be administered, scored and interpreted
by appropriately trained professionals.

5. The reliability and validity of the assessment procedure must be
adequate.

*40
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CHAPTER 3. PLACEMENT AND PROGRAMMING OF
BILINGUAL HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Tucker (1980) has authored Nineteen Steps for Assuring Nonbiased Placement
of Students in Special Education. These steps are succinct, practical,
and comprehensive. Part of the placement procedure discussed by Tucker
includes the classification of students as handicapped since this is a
necessary step in order to provide students with special education
services.

It is important that, prior to classification, several key questions
be answered:

Is the bilingual student handicapped?

Is the bilingual student's learIning problem caused by, or significantly
complicated by, the handicapping condition?

Does the bilingual student need special education as a result of a
learning problem that is due to a handicap?

The first two questions must be answered "yes" if the student is to
become eligible for special education services. These questions become
very critical where language minority students are being considered for
special education placement. All too often, minority group members are
found eligible for'special education services on the basis of diagnosis of
mental retardation, learning disabilities, or emotional disturbance.
A more valid assessment of their status, however, would reveal that the
yerceived prbblems are due primarily to racial, ethnic, linguistic, and/or
related factors such as.poverty, or lack of opportunity and/or motivation
to attend schools

All assessment data gathered on a language minority student through
the use of norm-referenced, criterion-referenced, and informal assessment'
procedures must be analyzed by a multidisciplinary team of proeionals.
It is important to have people who are sensitive to the language-
culture of .the stibident and knowledgeable about the educational history
of the linguisticIlly different pupil.

The data about the student's performance in relationship to the
peer-group is of particular importance in the diagnostic process in terms
of achievement objectives for a specific district. For example, if it is
normal an a given district for a sixth grader to be achieving at the
fourth-grade leVel in math, then a student who is referred for possible
special education placement and who is performing at that level - even
though significantly behind a national sample - is, in fact, doing as
fiell as could be expected in that district. Such a level of achievement
could not be used as evidence that there is a discrepancy between the
student's mental ability and achievement level for the purpose of diagnosing

a learning disability.
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,Extreme caution should be used in analyzing and categorizing perceived
'learning problems of bilingual exatptional pupils. Many times, these

students' prohlems appear to have the same characteristics as certain
handicapping conditions when, in essence, their learning difficulties
al.* not due at all to the handitapping condition. Remember,.before a

student is classified as handicapped and the learning problem given a
label such as mental retardation, the exhibited problem must be directly
attributable to the handicapping condition and not to the related factors
of ethnicity, language, culture, or lack of educational opportunity.

In the classification process, it is also important to consider
the eligibility criteria for special education as outlined by the state
education agency. These criteria must be met before.a student is eligible
for special education services. Eligibility criteria provided by the

state, as well as available information in the literature about the
exceptional pupil, provide a sound besis for making final decisions as
to the tlassificatiominto which the student will be placed, be it one
of the several handicap categories or the nonhandicapped population.

Language minority students who do not meet eligibility criteria for
special education services but are not achieving in school when instruction
is provided in a nondominant language, may be referred to bilingual
education. Refer again to the,propOsed model of levels of assessment and
criteria for decision making at each level discussed in Part 1 of this
book.

. Placement Alternatives

Using data obtained from both formal and informal asseslrent is a sound

basis for classifying and placing bilingual exceptional students into
educational alternatives that meet their needs. Decisions for placement
should be guided by professional.ethics and guided by available information
on the student. All efforts should be made to place each student in the

least restrictive environment.

Possible placement alternatives include the regular education, bilingual
education, and special education programs. Variations and combinations
in these placement alternatives may be used in order to provide an appro-

priate education. Placement combination possibilities may include:
bilingual education with support from special eAlucation, bilingual education

with remedial reading and English as a second language support services,
re'gular education with a teacher who is bilingual, a bilingual aide or a
bilingual tutor, special education with bilingual support services,special
education with a teacher who is bilingual, and special education with a
bilingual aide, volunteer, or peer tutor.

To a great extent, placement alternatives will vary according to,
availability of qualified personnel, the number of special students,

and the districts' resources in general. Some districts may have adequate

facilities and personnel to implement a comprehensive educational program

with the required support services. Other districts with a minimal number

V.
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of students and with limited personnel but having adequate facilities,
may want to share their resources with districts under similar circumstances.
Under these conditions, students may have to be transported to designated
locations in order ta receive appropriate educational services.

Assigning an itinerant teacher the responsibility for several schools
within the same district or cooperative school program is another vigble
program model for a school district with too few pupils to form a self--
contained class. This model could provide the students with bilingual
or language specialists at least part of the day,,either within the studepts'
classroom or in a designated area (Plata & Santos, 1981).

Specific Notes About Bilingual Personnel

While one of the basic problems facing bilingual handicapped pupils is
that of inappropriate assessment, these pupis face an equally crucial

*dilemma in the instructional process. Insufficient numbers of bilingual
teachers are available to provide instruction in the students' native
language. There is also a lack of teachers adequately trained and knowledge-
able about cultural traits of bilingual student populations. In many cases,
neither the monolingual English-speaking teacher nor the bilingual teacher
is likely to have received during teacher training the intricate, precise
trainin-g necessary to provide individualized instruction in two languages,

. develop individualized.instructional material in two languages, base
instruction on two cultures, and assist handicapped students in maintaining
and developing their native language while learning English as a second
language.

AdditiOnal problems beset the teacher who is bilingoal, especially
if 'the first language is other than English. For these teacher1, command
f the nattve language is a natural phenomenon, and its daily usage is

rèpt usually steeped in translations of technical jargon commonly found
i texts, curriculum materials, and classroom settings. Therefore, even
the bilingual teacher may face difficulty in providing instruction in .

the native language. In addition, the bilingual teacher may lack special
education training. Another obstacle is the lack of ins'tructional meter-
ials in languages other than n lish. If the bilingual teacher is an

''1.outsider to the community, hi or her dialect may be different,from the
local dialects. As a consequence, the bilingual teacher would, first
of all, have to gain the acceptance of the bilingual student population.
Secondly, the bilingual teacher would.need to develop instructional
material amenable to the comprehension abilities of bilingual exceptional
students who are native to the community.

Programming

The goal of any assessment approach is to obtain information about a
student so that teachers may teach them better. As has been discussed

in Part 2, most of the informal assessment and other practical approaches
desoribed yield specific information abou the student that can be used
in develOping an educational program to meet the student's needs.

b."
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Classroom teachers who are in need of ihformation on how to teach

bilingual handicapped pupils may rely on results from task analysis and

criterion-referenced tests such as informal-survey tests and informal

skills tests. These assessment approaches yield information specific

enough to pinpoint the level of the student's performance, as well as

information specific enough to plan what to teach, where to begin teaching,

and which subsequent skills should'bi-aiveloped.

Education is a vehicle every society uses to transmit its cultural

content. In order to impart thit cultural content by the most efficient

and effective means possible, teachers need.to understand the character-

/
istics and learning styles of students. Some factors that have be n

known to hinder the process include: the experiential backgraun of the

teacher; lack of information on characteristics of different ty s of

tudents; type of training received by the teacher; motivation and atti-

tude of the teacher to adapt to or seek out new instructional methods

and techniques; amount of moral, finahcial, and technical support given

to teachers by parents, administrators, and the community at large.

,

Among the goals to be realized are those providing equality of

opportunity for all individuals, maximizing achievement and productivity,

and extending preferential treatment to groups disadvantaged by past

inequalities (Anastasi, 1982). Diggs (1974) says: "Teachers must be

objective. Since 'public school Opens its doors to all regardless of who

they.are, what they look like, or where they come from, it is obvious that
. classroom teachers should seek to be consistent with this policy" (p. 581).

The most frequent teacher variable relating to student success is

respect for individuals and their cultural backgrounds. If teachers

understand a child's uniqueness, respect the child's individuality, and

are familiar with the child's cultural background, they are in a better -

position to make instructional decisions and to.establish an environment

conducive to learning.

Johnson, Girard and Miller (1975) found that when high-achievirig

Mexican American students were instructed by teachers characterized by

high cultural bias, their achievement levels dropped significantly

compared with other high achieving Mexican American students whose teachers

were characterized by low cultural prejudice.

The IEP and the'Bilingual Handicapped Student

If the student is eligible for special, education services, an individualized

education program (rEP) must be developed. For the bilingual exceptional

student, information concerning language dominance and language proficiency

plays an important part.in defining goals, establishing'instructional

objectives, and determining type and extent of resources to use. The role

played by bilingual education personnel (teachers, aides, therapists) in

the instructional process is crucial and should be outlined in the IEP.
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Cooperat4ve Versus Competitive Instructional Arrangements

Most assuredly the teacher's attitude bears a significant influence on
the.personal adjustment and academic success Of bilingual students who
are handfcapped.

In cooperative endeavors, as opposed to competitive instructional
arrangements, teachers would be advised to keep in mind four points
(Galvan & Bordie, 1977) when students are adding new behaviors and atti-
tudes to those already learned.

1. When individuals learn behaviors indigenous to the culture, they
typically perpetuate. those behaviors that have proved successful
in their group. Even though the student's behavior may.differ from
Plat of the teacher; it may function very well for the student.

2. Once a student's behavior has.been internalized, the teacher should
not hope to eradicate any aspects of the culture. Rather, teachers
can work toward adding new forms of behavior to the student's repertoire
that are more appropriate to new situations the student is facing.

II
3. New behavior is difficult to learn. It must be built onto whatever

is currently practited,and must be repeated over and over in various
contexts until it is part of the student's behavior repertoire.
Merely telling the student to do something differently will not
accomplish the task.

4. Good, sound reasons for mastering a new behavior must be made very-
clear to the student. People resist learning something for whiCh
they see no reason.

Curriculum Content for Bilingual Exceptional Pupils

Many educators make the erroneous assumption that'culturally
diversgchildren lived in a cultural vacuum before they.entered
school. In truth, often it is the school which fails to match
its methods and curriculum td the child's language, cultural
background, andikarning style. But when the school fails, the
child is regarded as deficient. (Chinn, 1979, p. 57)

Traditionally, educational treatment of language minority students
has taken a "deficit model" approach. These children are said to lack
essential prerequisite skills for effective school learning. As a con-
sequence, a great deal of effort has gone into identification of survival
skills. Alley and Foster (1978), however, caution that "procedures to
identify and teach competencies required to Survive in the majority culture,
place higher value on the majority group's language and cultural informa-
tion. Implicit to the procedure, but explicit to the student, is that
the language, value system, cultural information, and learning strategies
of the minority group are inferior" (p. 6).
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It should be added that learning prerequisites cover,not only intel-

lectual skills, such as the acquisition of language and quantitative
concepts, but also attitudes, inter:ests, motivation, problem-solving .

styles, Ileactions to frustrations, self-concepts, and other personality
characteristics. All of these traits influence the student's openness
to the learning*task, the.desire to learn it well, the attention given

to the teacher, and the time actively devoted to the task. There is

evidence that these reactions are significantly related to educational
achievement.

One's achievement in school, on the playground, and in other situa-
tions herps to shave a person's self-concept and subsequent performance.
In this regard, self-concept operates as a sort of,private self-fulfilling

prophecy.

If educators espouse the value of individual difference and indivi-

dualized instruction, these beliefs can be translated into the appropriate

use of instructional materials, methods and techniques. 4rant.and Gant

(1977) offer the following recommendations for developing and examining
classroom material:

1. geflect the pluralistic Ature of/our society as a positive feature
of Qur nation's heritage instead of presenting cultural, racial, and

individual differences in isolation from each other.

2. Include a-mide representation of all cultures and races in all curri-

culum materiils from kindergarten to twelfth grade.

3. Help students recognize and appreciate the racial and cultural contri-

butions of different people to science, education, business, commerce,

and fine arts.

4. Teach the cultural, racial, and individual differences of people in

our society by using words and phrases that are complimentary and

honest, connoting positive attitudes and acceptance of others.

5. Do not restrict the explanation of different.cultures to special

occasions (e.g., the study orAmerican Indians during Thanksgiving,

Blacks during Black History Week, Mexican Americans during Texas

Independence Day). Instead, examine real problems and real people,

not just heroes and highlights. Portray culturally, racially, and

individually different people as displaying various human emotions,

toiling and achieving in many atpects of,life.

6. Examine the social, economic, and political forces.and conditions

that optimize or minimize opportunities for individuals on the basis

of their race, culture, sex, age, or physical difference.

Instructional materials will tontinue to play an instrumental part

in the education of students. Therefore, it,behooves us as classroom

teachers to strive to create instructiona3 materials that offer students

the most efficient and effective opportunity to learn according to their

capacities.
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Without question,.the school environment will continue to be the
most influential factor in the academic, social, and vocational develop-
ment of bilingual exceptional pupils. To maximize the results of an
organized, functional environment for bilingual exceptional pupils,
classroom teachers, principals, school boards, publishers, and researchers
all must synthesize environmental, behavioral, and instructional facets

1* of the learning process. An environment conducive to learning provides
bilingual exceptional pupils an opportunity to expand new relationships
and to grow personally despite mental or physical disabilities.

Instruction in Student's Native Language

Bilingual education programs are plagued with public criticism - criticism
not only from English-speaking individuals, but also from those whom the
program is attempting to serve. In the future,*there is no guarantee
that criticism will cease even when the schools do attempt to deliver
educational services to students who have dual handicaps (Chinn, 1978;

Manuel, 1965).

In addition, some bilingual students face adversity in their schooling.
These pupils learn very quickly that English, not their native language,
dominates their entire school life.

The effects of this phenomenon on a pupil are immediate and deep..
Language, and the culture it carries, is at the core of &youngster's

self-concept. Especially for young children, language carries the meaning
of home, family, and love; it is the instrument of their thinking and
feeling, their gatewayto the world (Kobrick, 1972).

14hild Many schools provide high quality services, there do exist

instances of abuse against bilinqyal students. Administrators who oppose

bilingual education can refuse to employ 441ingual personnel, purchase
bilingual instructional materials, or adopt policies regarding the treat-

ment of this special population. Instead, they will insist that all
children learn to speak English since the curriculum is in English. In

some cases, there is little or no constructive effort-to help-the child
learn English and pupils are even punished for speaking their native
language.

Biliingual education holds high potential and promise for salvaging

students who are non-English speaking and who may have handicapping

conditions. Adoption of appropriate intervention acknowledges a student's -
language and culture and uses these traits to enhance the student's
academic and social growth. The philosophy of bilingual education allows

for the student's native language to be used is a vehicle of instruction

while English is learned as a second language. Theoretically, this philo-

sophy is sound because the transition from home to school and the process

of learning to read are difficult enough under the most favorable circum-.

stances (Manuel, 1965). 'Also, those who would concentrate on teaching a
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child English overlook-the fact that it takes time for a child unfamiliar
with the language to achieve a proficiency in it that even approaches
that of a child raised in an English-speaklng home (Kobrick, 1972).

Since the goal of school is to educate students, it would be in the
best interest of all congerned to offer initial instruction to non-English
speakers in the most effective channel available to them at the time they

atrive at school. This approach allows the concept of instruction in the
least restrictive environment to 11 operationalized.

It may not always be possible to have bilingual special educators.
Therefore the following suggestions are offered for teachers who do not
speak the students' native language.

Preparing a Bilingual Lesson

1. Identify the key words in the lesson. Not all words in a lesson

are of equal importance. Identify from 10 to 33 crucial English
vocabulary words for each lesson, depending on its length or the

grade level.

2. Summarize key conceRts. If a teacher's manual is available for the

lesson, it is a goo0 source for this task. Even if the class presen-

tation involves free discussion, teachers usually.know in advance
what conclusions will be elicited.

3. Prepare a few relevant sentences. Use the key words in simple English

sentences expressing the key concepts. This means avoiding conditional

phrases and other complex grammatical structures. It does not imply

simplifying the concepts.

4. Translate the key words and relevant sentences into the student's
native language. Tape record them in English and in the student's

native language. This is the primary reason every teacher with non-
English-speaking students needs access to a bilingual speaker. Both

oral and written translations are desirable.

5. Practice pronouncing the translation from the tape.PE a

bilingual resource person is readily available, the Engl -speaking

teacher's sincere attempt to use the student's native language is

important-in establishing an attitude oT.recognition and acceptance
of the student's language.

Teaching a Bilingual Lesson

I. Use the bilingual voCabulary list in identifying objects in pictures.

2. Have bilingual students read the key word and relevant sentence lists

in both languages while listening to the tape, then alone.
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3. Add questions to the discutsion about the pictures that do-not require
an extensive knowledge of English grammar (e.g., Is this a ?

'What is this?).

4. Have students copy sentences in either language'to illustrate their
story.

5. Use the relevant-sentences and substitute words in the student's
native language for English words (e.g., The weather is' [hot,

cold, warm] ),

6. When assigning silent reading, put'the material on'tape (either in
English or in the student's native language):

e

7. Put sorde of the class discussion questions in a more controlled gram-
tmatical framework (e.g., Cars are made of . Books are made of

.).

8. Make use of the exact wording'of the key concepts that have been
translated into the student's mtive language when summarizing a
lesson with the entire class.

9. When study or review questions are included in a lesson, have them
translated into the student's native language along with answers for,.
self-checking Use a bilingua.1 format so the students can-follow
class discussion of the questions and answers in English.

These techniques are similar to methods specified for English as a
second language (ESL) instruction. The ESL strategiei are as follows:

1. Outline key points and major details for each day's lesson.

2. List key vocabulary.

3. Simplify English structure and vocabulary, not concepts.

4. If possible, use bilingual aides to translate and explain major ideas
and vocabulary to students.

. Have students build &bilingual dictionary based on theft daily lessons.'

6. Encourage group projects so that peer modeling and instruction can be

utilited.

7. Provide both verbal and nonverbal activities in each lesson,.

8. Limit the amOUnt of time spent on classroom discussion.

9. Provide oral and written instructions for each day's assignment.



fle
10. When possible, use actions to reinforce oral statements.

11. Keep classroom language constant.

12. Whg, questioning a student, begin With yes/no questions, then,proceed
to wh questions.

13, If possible, arrange for a special grading system: a.contract,

pass/fail, or a monitoring grade.

' 14. Oe realistic in your expectations, sensitive, and patient.
a

Tne Ultima$e Charge
. .

Meyen (1978) captures the essence of the complex probleins educators face
in working with exceptional.children from mindrity groups. He believes ,

that improvement in teacher effectiveness applied to exceptional minority
group pupils must be couched in & generally improved instructional climate.

This includes needed,changes in assessment practices, changes in adminis-
trative-and fiscal support, increased availability of instructional
materials that reflect cultural differences among children, and changes
in attitudes of children within the culture mix,of the public schools.

To bring about this change, instructional and support personnel must
spearhead efforts to tnplement sound-educational practices, including
nondiscriminatory assessment in the classroom tetting and individualized
instruction in the student"s native language. Thus, education will accom-

plish its aim in educating pupils according to their needs. For bilingual

exceptional pupils, education's primary goal is to produce a bicultural
child who is capable of functioning in bath his home culture and in the

mainstream of society.
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Name of student

APPENDIX A

Profile of Oral Language Proficiency

Date of evaluation

Name of interviewer Name of instructor

Most recent level of instruction

I. COMPREHENSION

Understands everything; no adjustments in speed or vocabulary are
needed; understands conversation between native speakers.

Can understand all educated speech in any moderately clear context;
ocCasiunally baffled by colloquialisms and regionalisms.

Understands Most of what is said to him; can follow speeches, clear
radio broadcasts, and most conversation between native speakers,

t. but not in great detail.
In general, understands nontechnical speech directed to him, but

sometimes misinterprets or, needs utterances reworded. Usually
cannot follow conversation between native speakers.

Usually requires repetitions, slowed rate of speech; understands only
very simple, short, familiar utterances.

II. GRAMMAR AND WORD ORDER

Control equal tOthat of an educated native speaker.

Makes only occasional errors, and these show no pattern of deficiency:

Good control of most basic syntactic patterns; always conveys mean-
ing accurately in.reasonably complex sentences; errors do not
interfere with communication; may use unidiomatic constructions.

Fair control of most basic syntactic patterns; conveys meaning
accurately in simple sentence'i most of the time; certain con-
structions are avoided because candidate does not yet control them.

Accuracy limited to set expressions;'almost no productive control of
syntax; often conveys misinformation; frequently uses the wrong
tense.

III. 'VOCABULARY

Equal to vocabulary of an educated native speaker. Knows regionalisms,
and the slang that may be current among his peers.

Professional and general vocabulary broad and precise, appropriate
to occasion; does not know regionalisms and other tibscure items
that an educated native speaker would know.

Adequate for participation in all general conversation and for pro-
fessional discussions in a special field.

Adequate -for simple social conversation and routine job needs.
--Adequate only for survival, travel, and basic courtesy needs.
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IV. PRONUNCIATION

Speaks with little or no trace of.a foreign accent.
Pronunciation readily understandable, but one is always conscious

of a definite accent.
Strong foreign accent (vowels, consonants,-stress and intonation)

necessitates concentrated listening and occasionally leads to
misunderstandings; words or sentences must sometimes be re-

peated.
Examinee is very hard to understand; definitely needs more training

in pronunciation.

V. FLUENCY (Evenness of delivery and average length of utterance.

Evenness of delivery and sentence length dre those of a native
speaker.

Evenness and length seem slightly limited by language difficulties,
but examinee is always able to sustain conversation through
circumlocutions and his hesitations do not detract noticeably
from his message.

Both evenness of delivery and length of utterance are noticeably
affected by language difficulties and limitations, but
conversation with him is not deterred.

Evenness of deliverg and length of utterance are so far from
normal as to make conversation quite difficult; except for
memorized expressions, every utterance requires enormous,

Ovious effort.

Adapted from Calderon, M. Assess.tg communicative competence. Dallas:

Center for Development of Bilingual Curriculum, 1982, p. 22.
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